198	LEARNING HOW TO DRESS
Loose buttons and hooks are quickly replaced if mending tools
are near at hand.
The knowledge of what fabric or fabrics are in a garment helps
one to decide whether to have it washed or dry-cleaned.
The habit of keeping one's clothes in a place free from dust
makes them look better and wear longer, by saving cleaning.
Shoes keep their shape better and wear longer if they are kept
polished and on shoe forms.
Stockings wear longer if they are washed and mended immedi-
ately after wearing.
A knowledge of what to look for in the desired garment helps
one to buy more wisely.
A record of clothes bought and how they have worn is a reliable
guide to one's buying, and is little trouble if made a part of one's
annual diary.
A review of one's entire wardrobe, made before going shopping,
helps one decide what clothes need to be bought, and which ones
may be repaired.
The ability to sew is useful.
Sewing is a way of getting things one wants, including clothes.
It is fun to sew, but in order to sew quickly and well, right tools
must be used.
When making a garment, patterns should be fitted to the per-
son, and, if necessary, altered before using.
The ability to recognize a well-fitting garment, and knowing
how to correct poorly fitting ones helps one to have becoming
ready-made clothes.
A study of dress helps a person to know what clothes are most
becoming to him and how to buy what he needs most.
The ability to make clothes helps a person to dress better on
less money.
Costume study is part of everyday living.
People of all nations dress for convenience in daily living, and
also have expressed their ideas of beauty and their personality
through tbeir dress.
Tie proportions of different parts of the human figure are better
understood after making or dressing doHs.
Correctly fitted clothes permit freedom of action to all parts of
tferbody.

